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The key idea put forward in the talk is that mathematical operations were not in ancient 
traditions merely tools, but they were objects of research. This can be illustrated by the case 
of division, root extraction and quadratic equation in ancient China. Clearly, Chinese sources 
from the 1st century CE onwards bear witness to a subtle understanding of the relationship 
between these three “operations” and to an ongoing theoretical reflection about them. 
However, the structure of the set of operations does not seem to be the outcome of an 
extension of division, but rather that of a reconceptualisation of the operations of division and 
root extraction as well as their relations to each other. This thesis can be argued for on the 
basis of the recently discovered mathematical manuscripts dating from the times of the early 
Chinese empire.

The talk brought to light the epistemic techniques by means of which practitioners 
could work on operations as objects. These include number systems, calculating tools, the 
way of writing down algorithms and relationships between names, the way of naming 
technical components of operations. The talk put forward the hypothesis that these epistemic 
techniques may have undergone a key shift in correlation with the transformation of the set of 
operations listed above.

The argument relied on a use of traces grasped in several features of the documents.


